
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

 

PRESS RELEASE 06.07.2021 

 

Eight short films selected for the 
Kimuak 2021 catalogue  

 

- The new catalogue includes fiction, documentary, animation 

and experimental films.  

 

- Three are filmed entirely in Euskara; two, in Euskara plus 

another language; one in Spanish; one in Spanish and Chinese; 

and one has no dialogue. 

 

After reviewing the 47 entries submitted to the 24th edition of the Kimuak programme, 

these are the eight short films selected for the Kimuak 2021 catalogue: ‘Azaletik 

azalera’ (Mel Arranz), ‘Berak baleki’ (Aitor Gametxo), ‘Heltzear’ (Mikel Gurrea), ‘Inner 

Outer Space’ (Laida Lertxundi), ‘Resonancias (Oihartzunak)’ (Iñigo Aranburu), 

‘Trumoiak’ (Iker Maguregi´), ‘Ur azpian lore’ (Aitor Oñederra) and ‘Zerua blu’ (Lur 

Olaizola). The Kimuak programme is organised by the Etxepare Basque Institute and 

managed by the Basque Film Archve Foundation in partnership with Zineuskadi. 

Starting today, this selection of Basque short films will be sent to the world’s leading 

international film festivals and audiovisual initiatives. 

This year's Selection Committee was made up of the following members: Vanesa 

Fernández,  director of ZINEBI, the Bilbao International Festival of Documentary and 

Short Films; Ainhoa Fernández de Arroyabe, associate professor and reseacher at 

the  University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU); Víctor Lamadrid, head of the 

‘Cantabria en Corto’ short film promotion catalogue, coordinator for the Cantabria Film 



                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

 

Commission and Vice-president of the Spain Film Commission; Alfonso López, 

Technician at Donostia Kultura’s Film Office and member of Bang Bang Zinema; and 

Ana Esperanza Redondo, member of the Selection Committee and the San Sebastián 

Film Festival Department of Documentation and Films.  

This latest Kimuak catalogue includes fiction, documentary, animation and 

experimental films. As for language, three of the films are shot entirely in Euskara, 

two combine Basque with another language (Euskara and English; Euskara, French 

and English, among others), one is in Spanish, another is in Spanish and Chinese, and 

one has no dialogue. 

Details of the eight selected short films are shown below:  

• ‘Azaletik azalera’, Mel Arranz: experimental animation, no dialogue. 

• ‘Berak baleki’, Aitor Gametxo: fiction in Euskara. 

• ‘Heltzear’, Mikel Gurrea: fiction in Euskara. 

• ‘Inner Outer Space’, Laida Lertxundi: experimental in Euskara and English.  

• ‘Resonancias (Oihartzunak)’, Iñigo Aranburu: fiction in Spanish. 

• ‘Trumoiak’, Iker Maguregi: fiction in Euskara. 

• ‘Ur azpian lore’, Aitor Oñederra: animation in Spanish and Chinese. 

• ‘Zerua blu’, Lur Olaizola: creative documentary in Euskara, French and English. 

 

 

 

 



                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

 

AZALETIK AZALERA (Skin to Skin) 

Financed through crowdfunding, the animated short ‘Azaletik azalera’ is the first film made 

by Mel Arranz (Vitoria-Gasteiz, 1998). Lines and shapes, hands touch each other, feeling, 

experiencing and exploring their limits. 

Arranz has a degree in Fine Arts from the University of the Basque Country. In 2018 and 

2019 she participated in an exchange with the National Autonomous University of Mexico 

(UNAM) and has since focused on animation, video art and sound art. She has contributed 

to several group art exhibitions, most notably in Montehermoso, Zas Kultur Espazioa and 

Sala Amárica. Arranz combines her artistic work with teaching creative workshops. 

Facebook: @kalakalab 

BERAK BALEKI (If They Knew) 

Martín fills the studio where he works with enthusiasm every day. But in his personal life, 

he feels a huge void. Iñigo Aranburu plays the main character in this fiction short filmed in 

Euskara starring Koldo Olabarri, Eneritz Artetxe and Jokin Uribelarrea. 

Aitor Gametxo (Lekeitio, 1989) combines traditional narrative and formal experimentation. 

He has directed, written and developed a wide variety of personal works, including 'Irudi 

mintzatuen hiztegi poetikoa' (2013, co-directed with Maria Elorza and Maider Fernandez 

Iriarte), 'El otro mapa de Abauntz' (2015, made for the X-Films section of the Punto de 

Vista film festival), 'Distantziak' (2015, co-directed with Jesus M. Palacios, Maddi Barber 

and Cris Ezquerra for ZINEBI), 'Cicha Symfonia' (2017) and 'Hemen. Gaur. Berriz' (2020).  

Instagram, Twitter, Facebook: @aitorgametxo, @_galapan, @SUMENDIfilmak 

 

 



                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

 

HELTZEAR (About To Arrive) 

Haizea Oses, Mikel Arruti and Oier de Santiago star in ‘Heltzear’, a fiction short set in turn-

of-the-century Donostia, with the Basque conflict still alive. While writing a letter to her long-

absent brother, Sara, a 15-year-old climber, trains for the most difficult climb of her life. 

This is the second short film selected for Kimuak directed by Mikel Gurrea (Donostia, 

1985), after his 2015 short ‘Foxes’. Gurrea graduated from Barcelona’s Universitat 

Pompeu Fabra (UPF) and received a master's degree from the London Film School. His 

short films have garnered awards at festivals including the Montreal World Film Festival, 

and his plays have premiered at the Queen Elizabeth Hall in London and the Fernando 

Fernán-Gómez Theatre in Madrid. In summer 2021 Gurrea will shoot his first feature film, 

'Suro', which he developed at Ikusmira Berriak, Sources2 and the Sam Spiegel Film Lab. 

His first short films were 'Txoria' (2013), 'Rojo en el agua’ (2010), 'Los gatos del tejado' 

(2009) and 'Primo' (2008). 

Twitter: @MikelGurreaDir @Irusoin 

INNER OUTER SPACE 

A group of amateur actors create a series of sensorial exercises – telepathic conversations, 

blindfolded walks and plein air drawings – in the seascapes and mountains of the Basque 

Country. In this way, they enact their need to touch and live in a post-confinement reality. 

Starring Helena Estrela, Ren Ebel, Martina Ruiz Ameztoy, Unai Ruiz Ameztoy, Kai Ruiz 

Ameztoy, Mariana San Sanchez Bueno and Jessica Lee. 

This is the latest experimental piece by the acclaimed filmmaker and artist Laida Lertxundi. 

It is a brief meditation on the geography of ideas somewhere between inwardness and 

ecology, the individual and the community. 

Laida Lertxundi (Bilbao, 1981) lives between Los Angeles and the Basque Country. Her 

films have screened at the 2012 Whitney Biennial and at festival such as the San Sebastian 



                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

 

International Film Festival, Locarno, Toronto, Rotterdam, New York and Gijón, as well as 

in museums and galleries including the MoMa in New York, the Tate Modern and 

Whitechapel Gallery in London. She has exhibited at Matadero Madrid, LUX (London), 

Tramway (Glasgow), FuturDome (Milan), Fluent (Santander), Tabakalera (Donostia / San 

Sebastián), Azkuna Zentroa (Bilbao), Marta Cervera, Katonah Museum of Art (New York), 

the Hammer Museum in Los Angeles, the Havana Biennal and the Lyon Biennale. Her 

book ‘Landscape Plus’ (Mousse Publishing / fluent) was published in 2019. Her work is 

distributed by LUX in London and is part of the Museo Centro de Arte Reina Sofía 

collection.  

Web: laidalertxundi.com – Instagram: @laida_lertxundi 

RESONANCIAS (Echoes) 

Iñigo Aranburu directs and stars in this short fiction film in which the sounds and voices 

recorded yesterday are reproduced today in a giant sounding board. 

This is the first directing work by San Sebastian actor, Iñigo Aranburu. (1971). He is best 

known for his roles in ‘Handia’ (Jon Garaño and Aitor Arregi), ‘Hil kanpaiak’ (Imanol Rayo), 

‘Los europeos’ (Victor García León) and ‘Diecisiete’ (Daniel Sánchez Arevalo). He played 

the leading role in ‘Mateoren ama’ (Aitor Arregi and Jose Mari Goenaga), selected for 

Kimuak 2019, taking the award for Best Actor at the Cine Culpable short film festival in 

Vila-real (Castellón). 

Web: www.inigoaranburu.com - Instagram: @inigo_aranburu 

TRUMOIAK (Thunders) 

Two brothers play on the beach with firecrackers. They discover a motorhome that appears 

to be uninhabited, so they look inside. The attraction to risk-taking is what defines their 

relationship.  

file:///C:/Users/USR/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/3PUABB9X/laidalertxundi.com


                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

 

Peio Bilbao, Tasio Bilbao and Daniel Gómara star in this fiction short film. Iker Maguregi 

(Getxo, 1996) holds a degree in Audiovisual Communication with a specialisation in 

Directing. His final degree project, ‘El último lobo’ (2018), was selected for ZINEBI and for 

the Zaragoza Film Festival, among others. ‘Trumoiak’ was made as his final project for the 

master’s programme in Film Direction he recently completed at ESCAC. 

Instagram: @ikermagu 

UR AZPIAN LORE (Flower Under Water) 

The protagonist of this animated short is on her own and has a secret she can't tell anyone. 

This is the second time Aitor Oñederra (Deba, 1983) is featured in Kimuak, after his 2015 

catalogue entry ‘I Said I Would Never Talk About Politics’. He also worked on the joint 

projects ‘Beti bezperako koplak’ (Kimuak 2016) and ‘Areka’ (Kimuak 2017). 

Oñederra has many artistic interests, which he expresses through the audiovisual arts. 

After graduating in Fine Arts from the University of the Basque Country and the 

Complutense University of Madrid, in 2008 he founded the Animadeba International 

Animation Festival, which he also directs. Since 2009 he has been working as an 

audiovisual creative and illustrator. 

Twitter, Instagram: @aitoronederra 

ZERUA BLU (Blu Sky) 

On January 24th, 1954, 22-year-old Mamaddi caught a boat from Le Havre to New York. 

But Mamaddi's journey had begun before that at the cinema in his village, Ortzaize, with 

images that jumped off the screen, penetrated his life and never left: a beautiful Cadillac, 

a young woman, a blue sky. 

This documentary, which combines Basque, French and English, is the second film by 

filmmaker and programmer Lur Olaizola (Donostia-San Sebastian, 1988). It premiered last 



                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

 

year at the Bilbao International Festival of Documentary and Short Films, ZINEBI, winning 

the Grand Prize for Best Short Film in Spain. 

Lur Olaizola is coordinator the film department at Tabakalera and teacher at the Elías 

Querejeta Film School. She began as a filmmaker with the piece 'Xulia' (2019) and is 

currently working on a project called 'Hirugarren', as well as coordinating the film series 

'Desde el principio. Stories of feminist cinema' at Tabakalera and Artium. 

Twitter: @lur_olaizola  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Info+ 

 

Beñat Doxandabaratz 

Etxepare Euskal Institutua 

Tabakalera / Andre zigarrogileen plaza, 1 

Donostia / San Sebastián 

T: 943 023 400 / M: 688 670 217 

komunikazioa@etxepare.eus 

www.etxepare.eus 
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